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Abstract

Background
Centrally located cytoplasmic granulation (CLCG) is a common cytoplasmic dysmorphism in human
oocytes retrieved after controlled ovarian hyperstimulation (COH). This study sought to achieve a better
understanding of its formation and effects on clinical outcomes.

Methods
We retrospectively analyzed the data from 422 intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) treatment cycles.
Three groups of patients were classi�ed according to the rates of CLCG occurrence in one egg cohort, as
partial (pCLCG) all (aCLCG) and no CLCG (control).

Results
The pCLCG group had a signi�cantly lower Body Mass Index (BMI) and higher Anti-Mullerian hormone
(AMH) level compared to the control or aCLCG groups. Consistent with these distinctive features in the
pCLCG group, fertilization and blastocyst formation rates were reduced signi�cantly in the pCLCG group
but not in the aCLCG group. Furthermore, the clinical outcomes in fresh embryo transfer cycles were
dramatically reduced in the pCLCG group compared with the control group. However, in frozen/thawed
cycles, all three clinical outcomes were signi�cantly reduced in the aCLCG group but not in the pCLCG
group.

Conclusion
We propose that pCLCG may re�ect a speci�c population of patients, and that the CLCG structure is
sensitive to cryopreservation.

Background
In the past forty years, assisted reproduction technology (ART) has been developed to a mature and
major tool to solve infertility problems. However, it still puzzles embryologists that although cytoplasmic
dysmorphisms frequently and repetitively occur in human oocytes collected after COH, and oocyte
morphology is commonly used as a predictor for embryo quality, the relationship between oocytes
morphology and treatment outcomes is still unclear [1–5]. Centrally located cytoplasmic granulation
(CLCG) is one of these abnormal phenotypes and was �rst described by Serhal et al. [6] as a larger, dark,
spongy granular area in the cytoplasm. But until now it remains unclear which factors cause this
morphological feature. It was proposed that CLCG might be a sign of oocyte cytoplasmic immaturity [7–
9] and its formation could be related to patients’ age or gonadotrophin (Gn) stimulation [10]. Moreover, it
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was reported that long term exposure to pesticide contaminated environment could cause the CLCG
structure in human oocytes, and severely affect the fertility of local people [11, 12]. But there are
discrepancies among these studies and the evidence is not strong enough to be convincing [5, 7, 10, 13–
15]. Since there is a tendency for an abnormal phenotype to recur in the same patients [1, 15], it is likely
that a correlation exists between the dysmorphism and patients’ innate features.

There are also controversies in the literature regarding the effects of CLCG structure on fertilization,
embryo development and clinical outcomes. Some studies showed that CLCG structure affected the
fertilization and early embryo development [12, 16], the clinical pregnancy rate dramatically reduced and
miscarriage rate increased when embryos derived from CLCG oocytes were transferred [1, 6, 9, 17] and
these detrimental effects were related to chromosome aberrancies [7, 18], which indicated CLCG
occurrence could be an indicator of genetic abnormalities [7, 18]. However, more and more recent reports
showed that CLCG structure did not affect fertilization and embryo development [10, 14, 19] and also that
clinical outcomes were not adversely affected [14, 20, 21]. Particularly in one recent study, CLCG oocytes
were suggested to be treated as normal based on their precisely compared results [14]. However, few
previous studies pay attention to the effects of CLCG structure on the pregnancy outcomes in
frozen/thawed (FET) cycles, until a very recent study showed that freeze/thaw procedure could change
the appearance of CLCG in some oocytes and clinical outcomes were disturbed with embryos derived
from these oocytes [17]. Oocytes and embryo cryopreservation has been widely adopted in ART
treatment, therefore a better understanding of the fate of embryos derived from CLCG oocytes would
bene�t the improvement of ART treatment.

We noticed that the different methodology of grouping patients might contribute to the obscure view of
CLCG structures. In order to enhance understanding, we divided the patients into three groups according
to the CLCG oocytes occurrence rate in a sibling oocytes cohort (control, no oocytes displayed CLCG;
pCLCG, part of the oocytes cohort displayed CLCG; aCLCG, all oocytes in the cohort displayed CLCG), then
analyzed the relevance of the women’s clinical features to CLCG occurrence and compared the embryo
competence and clinical outcomes between the different patient populations.

Materials And Methods
Statement: All experiments in this study were approved by the ethics committee of the Kunming Women
and Children Healthcare Hospital and were performed in accordance with the relevant guidelines and
regulations of the ethics committee of the Kunming Women and Children Hospital. All the patients
involved in this study were fully informed and relevant consent forms were signed. 

Patient selection and classi�cation: All the data were collected from patients who accepted ICSI
treatment in the Reproductive Medical Centre of the Kunming Women and Children Healthcare Hospital,
during the period from June 2017 to November 2020. All patients involved in this study had de�nite
indications for assisted reproductive treatment, including Fallopian tube problems, severe oligospermia or
obstructive azoospermia. Only patients who had �ve or more oocytes in one retrieval cycle were included,
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which excluded low responder patients and avoided bias regarding embryo competence or clinical
outcomes due to very limited numbers of oocytes.  

The centrally located granulation was distinguished under the microscope during ICSI manipulation,
healthy oocytes with clear and evenly distributed cytoplasm and CLCG oocytes with a centrally located,
dark and spongy area were observed (Fig.1). We quantitatively de�ned the CLCG oocytes according to the
method adopted by Yi et al. [14]. Brie�y, both the whole oocytes area and central dark area at equator
section were calculated with OCTAX (NaviLase, MTG) software as shown in Fig.1b, and oocytes with a
central granulation area taking up to at least 25% of the whole oocytes were considered as CLCG oocytes.
According to the occurrence pattern of CLCG, all the patients were divided into three groups i.e. control (no
oocytes had a CLCG structure in the sibling cohort), pCLCG (a partial cohort of oocytes had a CLCG
structure in the sibling cohort), aCLCG (all oocytes had a CLCG structure in the sibling cohort).

Fertilization observation and embryo culture

ICSI was performed normally on denuded oocytes, except for paying more attention to avoid interference
with the granulation area during manipulation. Following the ICSI process, all oocytes were immediately
moved into cleavage embryo culture medium (K-SICM, COOK), and cultured overnight. The next morning
(~17h after ICSI), fertilized oocytes with 2PN were distinguished under the microscope and moved into
microdrops of cleavage medium individually. On Day 3, embryos that needed to continue culture to
blastocysts, were moved into blastocyst culture medium (K-SIBM, COOK). Embryo morphology was
observed daily and graded based on the criteria established by [23-25]. Embryos graded at or above 6C33
(Day 3 embryos) or 3BB (Day 5/6, blastocysts) were considered to be utilizable embryos and were
transferred or frozen for later use. 

Embryo transferring and freezing

For fresh embryo transfer (ET) cycles, one or two utilizable embryos scored 6C33 and above (Day 3) or
3BB and above (Day 5/6) were transferred into the uterine cavity under ultrasound guidance. Spare
utilizable embryos were frozen using a vitri�cation kit (kitazato, Japan) according to the manufacturer’s
manual. For frozen/thawed embryo transfer (FET) cycles, the designated embryos were thawed using a
thawing kit (kitazato, Japan) on the transfer day and the thawed embryos were kept in blastocyst culture
medium in an incubator to recover for ~2h before they were transferred. 

Endometrial preparation was performed according to clinical protocols in either arti�cial cycles or low
dose gonadotropin ovulation induction cycles.

Statistics

All the data were analyzed with SPSS 20 software. The data for clinical outcomes and embryo
degeneration rates were analyzed with the Chi-square test, and all the other analyses were performed
using the student’s t-test. A p-value of <0.05 was considered statistically signi�cant.
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Result

The distribution of patients groups and the correlations
between group of patients and clinical features
The data were collected and analyzed from a total of 422 cycles (402 patients), and the classi�ed groups
of control, pCLCG and aCLCG respectively included 253 cycles (247 patients), 84 cycles (81 patients) and
85 cycles (83 patients). The occurrence ratio of CLCG oocytes in the pCLCG group complied with a
normal distribution and the median value of occurrence rate was 40% (Fig. 1c). For most of the analyzed
factors, comparisons did not show signi�cant differences among the three groups, i.e.control, pCLCG and
aCLCG (Table 1). Surprisingly, pCLCG patients showed a lower BMI compared to the control (p < 0.05) and
a higher AMH level compared to aCLCG group (p < 0.05).

Table 1
The correlation of CLCG occurrence with clinical features and a comparison between the three groups. *

p < 0.05.

  Control pCLCG aCLCG Multiple comparison

P value

No. of cycles 253 84 85 -

Age (year) 32.55 ± 0.33 32.26 ± 0.54 33.68 ± 0.52 NS

BMI (kg/ ) 22.80 ± 0.20 21.92 ± 
0.30*

22.71 ± 0.39 pCLCG versus control, p = 
0.03

AMH (ng/mL) 3.92 ± 0.21 4.16 ± 0.41 3.13 ± 0.29 pCLCG versus aCLCG, p = 
0.046

PCOS (case rate) 0.13 0.17 0.12 NS

Baseline day E2
(pg/ml)

34.25 ± 1.69 37.53 ± 3.11 31.58 ± 2.91 NS

Baseline day FSH
(mIU/ml)

5.25 ± 0.14 5.48 ± 0.28 5.21 ± 0.28 NS

Trigger day E2 (pg/ml) 4833.0 ± 
192.9

5463.8 ± 
369.1

4778.3 ± 
333.5

NS

Trigger day hCG
(ng/ml)

1.49 ± 0.07 1.36 ± 0.08 1.43 ± 0.08 NS

Days of ovary
stimulation

10.21 ± 0.12 10.65 ± 0.22 10.61 ± 0.20 NS

Total Gn doses (IU/L) 2018 ± 
59.83

2039 ± 
85.35

2058 ± 
73.42

NS

The effect of CLCG structures on the oocytes maturation and embryo competence
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The oocytes maturation rates in the three groups i.e. control, pCLCG and aCLCG were 82.2%, 85.1% and
81.8% respectively, and no correlation was found between maturation rate and CLCG occurrence ( p > 
0.05, Fig. 2). Fertilization and blastocyst formation rates were compromised signi�cantly in the pCLCG
group compared with the control group (Fig. 2, fertilization rate, 75.7% versus 81.7%, p < 0.01; and
blastocyst formation rate, 62.9% versus 72.2%, p < 0.05), but the aCLCG group didn’t show signi�cant
reduction in fertilization and blastocyst formation rates compared to the control group (78.7% and 66.2%
versus 81.7% and 72.2%, p > 0.05; Fig. 2). The utilizable embryo rate was comparable among all three
groups (p > 0.05).

The Clinical Outcomes In Et And Fet Cycles
From a total of 138 fresh transfer cycles, the number of cycles in the control, pCLCG and aCLCG groups
were 80, 31 and 27 respectively. As shown in Fig. 3a, the pCLCG group showed a dramatic reduction in
the clinical outcomes of live birth plus ongoing pregnancy compared to the control group (29% versus
55%, p = 0.014). Reductions could also be seen in the clinical pregnancy and implantation rates, but
without statistical signi�cance. On the contrary, all three clinical outcomes in the aCLCG group were
comparable to the control group.

From a total of 290 FET cycles, the number of cycles in the control, pCLCG and aCLCG groups were 157,
69 and 64 respectively. Contrary to the result in fresh transfer cycles, the aCLCG group showed a
signi�cant reduction in all three clinical outcomes i.e. clinical pregnancy rate, implantation rate and live
birth plus ongoing rate compared to the control (Fig. 3b, 42.2%, 27.3% and 34.4% versus 63.7%, 44.9%
and 52.9%, p < 0.01, p < 0.01 and p < 0.05, respectively), but the clinical outcomes in the pCLCG group were
comparable to the control group (Fig. 3b). We also compared the outcomes between fresh transfer cycles
and FET cycles in the same group of patients (Fig. 3c-e), and noticed that in FET compared to fresh
transfer cycles there was a tendency towards improved outcomes in the pCLCG group and worse
outcomes in the aCLCG group. However these changes were not statistically signi�cant.

The heritage of CLCG structure in Cleavage embryo and its effects on the degradation of embryos
subjected to freeze/thaw process

In addition we monitored the heritage of the CLCG structure in fertilized oocytes and cleavage embryos
derived from CLCG oocytes. The photos clearly showed that the central granulation area was distinctively
retained after fertilization (Fig. 4a), and also can be distinguished in 4-cell stage (Fig. 4b) and 8-cell stage
(Fig. 4c) embryos. However, due to the small size and compacted connection of the cells, the CLCG area
could not be distinguished in blastocyst embryos (photo not shown). After we analyzed the degradation
rates of all thawed embryos involved in FET cycles among the three groups of patients, the data clearly
showed that embryos derived from CLCG oocytes are more sensitive to the freeze/thaw process as higher
degradation rates were found in the pCLCG and aCLCG groups compared with controls (4.4% and 4.7%
versus 0.6%, p < 0.05).
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Discussion
Oocytes morphology is commonly used to predict embryo competence and pregnancy outcomes in ART
treatment, especially in ICSI cycles, as cytoplasmic structures are distinctively displayed in denuded
oocytes. However, dysmorphisms always puzzle embryologists because of its repetitive occurrence [1, 15]
and the controversies surrounding both the causes of formation and effects on clinical outcomes in
previous studies [3, 7, 10, 13–15]. CLCG is one of these abnormal phenotypes and previous studies
proposed that CLCG might be a sign of oocytes cytoplasmic immaturity [7, 8, 9] and its formation could
be related to patients’ age and Gn type [10]. A very recent case study showed that an antagonist protocol
could improve the oocytes morphology with regards to CLCG, as well as the embryo quality, which
indicates that the stimulation protocol is also related to the occurrence of CLCG for speci�c patients [15],
Moreover, it was reported that long term exposure to a pesticide contaminated environment could cause
CLCG in human oocytes, and severely affect the fertility of local people [11, 12]. Although there is no
agreement regarding the causes of formation, we believe that exogenous stress and some patient innate
features might be related to the manifestation of CLCG in human oocytes, because of repetitive
occurrence in some patients and the effects of pesticide or Gn stimulation.

Most studies on the factors relevant to CLCG formation analyzed patients where CLCG was found in all
oocytes in a sibling cohort [7, 14, 18] or patients where at least one CLCG oocytes was found in one
cohort [10]. In our preliminary observation, we found that there were always some patients repetitively
showing either pCLCG or aCLCG. Whether these signatures of CLCG occurrence represent different
populations of patients is unknown. Hence, in this study, we compared patients’ features among three
groups of patients (Control, pCLCG and aCLCG), and surprisingly, pCLCG patients had a signi�cantly
lower BMI and higher AMH level. Corresponding to this distinctive feature, the pCLCG group showed lower
fertilization and blastocyst formation rates compared to the control group. In contrast, aCLCG patients
did not show any difference from the control group in any of the analyzed clinical and embryo
competence features, which is consistent to other studies [10, 13, 14, 16, 19]. Consistent with previous
studies, aCLCG did not show any effects on all three clinical outcomes in fresh cycles [14, 20, 21] but the
clinical outcomes in pCLCG were dramatically worse. According to our results, we infer that the
detrimental effects on the fertilization and blastocyst formation in the pCLCG group is probably not
caused by the CLCG structure, and that the pCLCG group may represent a speci�c patient population
distinctive from both control and aCLCG patients.

Organelles and cytoplasmic structures are sensitive to the freeze/thaw process [22, 26]. As a type of
cytoplasmic structure and probably aggregations of organelles [1], CLCG structures could affect the
clinical result after cryopreservation. A recent study showed different tolerance of vitri�cation and
thawing among granulation patterns and thawed oocytes with appearance of smooth center and course
edge of CLCG signi�cantly affect the clinical outcomes [17]. Our tracing observation showed that the
CLCG structure can be inherited by cleavage embryos and possibly blastocysts, which suggest that the
embryos derived from CLCG oocytes may also have a higher sensitivity to the freeze/thaw process. An
early study showed that freeze/thaw survival rate of embryos derived from CLCG oocytes was
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dramatically reduced [22]. Consistently, this study found a higher degradation of embryos after the
freeze/thaw process in CLCG patients (Fig. 4d). However, much better survival rates compared to the early
study [22] can be noticed, which re�ects a general improvement of cryopreservation technique in current
days.

Surprisingly, few studies pay attention to the effect of CLCG structure on the clinical outcomes in FET
cycles, even though FET has been extensively adopted in ART treatment. For the �rst time, this study
clearly showed a signi�cant reduction of all three clinical outcomes in aCLCG patients in FET cycles
compared to the control, and this compromising effect was not found in pCLCG patients. These results
strongly suggest that CLCG structures may have long term detrimental effects on the embryos subjected
to cryopreservation, even though the survival rate after freeze/thaw has been remarkably improved
nowadays (Fig. 4d). The comparison of clinical outcomes between fresh transfer cycles and FET cycles
among three groups of patients, revealed similar results in the control group, improved results in FET
cycles in pCLCG patients, and compromised results in FET cycles in aCLCG patients. These distinctively
different outcomes between the pCLCG and the aCLCG groups regarding fresh transfer and FET cycles
further indicate that pCLCG patients probably represent an unique population with distinctive clinical
features i.e. lower BMI and higher AMH, as well as being more suitable for FET rather than fresh transfer.
It has been proven that clinical outcomes can be improved by performing FET for polycystic ovary
syndrome (PCOS) patients [27]. Although we didn’t �nd a signi�cant relevance between this group of
patients with the diagnosis of PCOS (Table 1, p > 0.05), a particular type of PCOS—lean PCOS with lower
BMI has been proposed and well analyzed [28]. Hence, pCLCG patients with lower BMI and higher AMH
might be related to the diagnosis of lean PCOS, which may explain the improvement of clinical outcomes
in FET cycles for PCOS patients. However, further investigation need to be done to clarify the relationship
between pCLCG and lean PCOS.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the presence of CLCG structures may have detrimental effects on embryos subjected to
cryopreservation and adversely affect the clinical results in FET cycles, which suggests that an
adjustment of the cyropreservation technique for embryos derived from CLCG oocytes is needed.
Moreover, pCLCG patients may be a speci�c population with lower BMI and higher AMH, and an FAE
(freeze all embryos) approach could be considered for this group of patients.

Abbreviations
CLCG
Centrally located cytoplasmic granulation; COH:Controlled ovarian hyperstimulation; ICSI
Intracytoplasmic sperm injection; aCLCG:All oocytes with centrally located cytoplasmic granulation;
pCLCG:Partial oocytes with centrally located cytoplasmic granulation; BMI:Body mass index; AMH:Anti-
Mullerian hormone; FET:Frozen embryo transfer; ART:Assisted reproduction technology;
Gn:Gonadotrophin; ET:Embryo transfer; PCOS:Polycystic ovary syndrome; FAE:Freeze all embryos.
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Figures

Figure 1

Description of CLCG oocyte and the distribution of its’ occurrence ratio in the pCLCG group. a, Healthy
oocytes with evenly distributed and clear cytoplasmic appearance; b, CLCG oocytes with dark, spongy,
granulated area displayed in the center (as indicated with an arrow). The entire oocytes area and the
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central granulated area is calculated as circled. c, the normal distribution curve of CLCG oocytes
occurrence ratios in the pCLCG group (n=84, median ratio is 40%)

Figure 2

The correlation of CLCG occurrence with oocytes maturation, fertilization rate and embryo competence. *
p<0.05; ** p<0.01
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Figure 3

The clinical outcomes in fresh embryo transfer cycles (a) and frozen embryo transfer cycles (b) in the
control, pCLCG and aCLCG groups (* p<0.05; ** p<0.01). Although, the clinical outcomes in control
groups(c) between ET and FET are quite comparable, a tendency towards improved clinical outcomes
were found in pCLCG patients (d), and worse clinical outcomes in aCLCG patients(e) in FET cycles
compared to ET cycles (p>0.05)
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Figure 4

The heritage of CLCG structure in cleavage embryos and the degradation of embryos after the
freeze/thaw process. The CLCG structure can still be distinguished after fertilization (PN embryo, a), at
the D2 stage (4-cell embryo, b) and at the D3 stage (8-cell embryo, c). Embryos derived from CLCG oocyte
showed a higher degradation rate after the freeze/thaw process in both the pCLCG and aCLCG groups (d,
*p<0.05)


